
 

              TRIP TO NEW CALEDONIA FEBRUARY 2019!
!

                          by Keith Taylor!
 

February 6:  Yours truly woke at five-fifteen on the seventh to endless sunny skies with a temperature of minus six degrees and two degrees 

at noon. Snacks during the evening of the sixth from seven o'clock onward included a bowl of yogurt with a sliced banana, a few pumpkin 

seeds, an apple and a pear. Concentration on the evening programming was difficult due to moderate angst over the upcoming trip that moved 

in and out with unnecessary thoughts. I climbed into bed at ten and slept like a log until four forty-five.  

 

February 7:  Yours truly woke at four forty-five to mainly sunny skies with a temperature of three degrees at noon.  The bed was abandoned 

at ten minutes past five when dressing and fulfilling the bathroom duties. Pat was kissed goodbye at five forty-five and the sunglasses and 

gloves removed from the car. The slow stroll was then underway to the Accent Inn to await the shuttle bus to the airport. It was about six 

o'clock when arriving and a free Times Colonist was available to solve the suduko and part of the word puzzle that helped to pass the time until 

the bus arrived at six thirty-five. A free coffee was supplied at the inn.  
 

The airport was in sight at seven o'clock and Customs was hassle-free and behind me in less than ten minutes. The Air Canada gate was 

situated on the main floor and occupied from twelve minutes before seven to seven twenty-four. Boarding began at eight o'clock. A moderate 

amount of angst persisted.  

The turbo-prop took off on time at eight-twenty and landed at Vancouver at eight-fifty.  I headed for a restaurant and was seated only to realize 

that I left my coat onboard the plane. It had been removed from my seat and necessary to walk to the baggage pick-up area. It was not there so 

I waited from nine-thirteen to nine twenty-two for it to arrive. I then showed my Japan Boarding pass to renter the terminal followed with 

Customs where the bag was checked before proceeding to the Lift Restaurant where scrambled eggs, bacon, ham, sausage, hash browns, toast 

and coffee were ordered at twenty dollars and ninety-nine cents plus a ten-dollar tip. This amounted to thirty dollars and ninety-nine cents total. 

The restaurant was patronized from nine-fifty to ten minutes past ten. A message was sent to Pat at that time. The Japan Airline gate was 

occupied at ten-twenty. I closed my eyes and fell asleep from about eleven-fifteen to eleven thirty-nine. The angst was vertically gone after the 

snooze. I was called to the Japan Airlines front desk to gather a non-digital boarding pass at twelve-thirty with fifteen minutes left until 

boarding.  

The jet departed more or less on time with a movie "The Nutcracker and the Four Realms" immediately underway. A snack, a kiwi drink, and 

water were enjoyed at around two o'clock. Supper or lunch -a sandwich, fruit, and noodles - arrived at shortly before three and was finished at 

three-eighteen. I changed seats with the woman seated at the isle beside me so I could get to the washroom without disturbing her, a somewhat 

unwise decision because I now had no bulkhead to rest my head. A rest ensued through most of the flight with perhaps an hour and a half to 

two hours sleep especially from halfway to two hours and a half from landing. A headache was being experienced likely from dehydration. 

Breakfast was served with two hours emailing in the flight that consisted a tuna sandwich, fruit, potato salad, and noodles with peanut sauce. 

An orange juice, water, and coffee were also enjoyed. Custom Declaration forms were filled from ten minutes past ten to ten-twenty with forty-

four minutes left in the flight. A second movie "A Simple Favour" was watched subsequently due to the angst disappearing after the sleep.  

February 8:  The ten-hour flight terminated on time at four-thirty. A long walk was necessary to reach the baggage claim and the Customs 

check hence the street. For some reason I was selected for a thorough check with a body search and everything removed from the suitcase that 

was taken away and X-rayed. I was at the bus terminal two minutes before it arrived at ten minutes past five. The Narita Tobu Hotel was not in 

sight until five thirty-five due to traffic. Check in was swift and the one hundred and twenty-three dollars and twenty-six cents paid with Visa. 

Arrangements were made for a seven o'clock wake up call and a nine o'clock shuttle to Terminal 1. The room was soon occupied where a a 

communication was sent to Pat, the rare bird alerts and gmail were inspected, and a new T-shirt and the binoculars and camera were removed 

from the suitcase. This was followed with a shower and shave. The hotel supplied two toothbrushes, paste, a razor, and a folding comb all of 

which were packed in the suitcase. I climbed into bed at seven-fifteen and fell asleep instantly waking at midnight. 

 

!!!!!!!!!! !

Narita Tobu Hotel Japan!

!
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February 9:  I could not sleep when waking at midnight and checked the rare bird alerts and gmail account. I drank lots of water to ensure I 

was not dehydrated. I then rested again and possibly got one and a half to two hours sleep, climbing out of bed at six o'clock. It was still dark 

but the snow that fell was visible as a blanket of about one to two inches. I dressed and strolled outside at six forty-five. The snow was still 

falling heavily and it was cold. Birds were scarce seeing only Black-faced Buntings (lifers) and a pair of Rufous Turtle-Dovess. I quite early 

due to the weather and lack of birds at seven-twenty and repacked the suitcase for the eight o'clock shuttle. Checkout was at seven-forty and 

the shuttle left at eight o'clock arriving at nine minutes past eight. The angst had totally dissipated at this point and remained at bay up for the 

rest of the trip. An airport representative was asked where the Aircalin booth was located and shown but it did not open until nine-fifteen. 

Tully's was selected for coffee and a horrible cheese and ham sandwich that cost seven dollars and placed on Visa simply because not other 

establishment was seen.  
 

Aircalin was open on time and the boarding pass was secured quickly followed with a painless Custom check and Immigration thus arriving at 

the gate at nine-thirty. "Noodles" was selected for a more filling breakfast where a bowl of noodles and pork was purchased for seventeen 

dollars on Visa that was devoured from nine-forty to ten-thirty. A failed attempt was made during the meal to find my password for buying 

Apple products because Aircalin was advertised as requiring an App on your own devise to watch movies. However, this proved to be untrue. 

We were finally onboard at twelve-fifteen to discover why my Aircalin ticket was so expensive, I had booked first class. The movie screen was 

one foot by eighteen inches and the headphones were like those at home. As expected, de-icing was necessary and we were still at the gate at 

six minutes past one. A silly Japanese movie "The Island" with subtitles was watched until filling out a Customs form for entry into New 

Caledonia. Water and orange juice were enjoyed at that time. Two hours behind schedule and the plane was still sitting at the gate with no sign 

of the de-icing unit. An announcement was made at that time that it would take another hour for the de-icing truck to do the job. An early 

supper was thus served that included a buttered bun, vegetarian lasagna, uneaten caviar, a salad, and two unknowns. Water and orange juice 

washed the mess down. The de-icing was finally done at three-thirty but the jet did not leave the gate until three fifty-five and did not take off 

until four twenty-five, four hours and ten minutes behind schedule.  The movie  "Peppermint" kept me entertained during that session while 

"Venom" was enjoyed in flight until ten minutes past six. A tiny tart, water, orange juice, and an espresso were enjoyed at six o'clock. The 

remainder of Venom was watched followed with "The Predator" until eight o'clock. The first class seat was extended fully to an almost flat 

position when closing my eyes and sleeping rather soundly for almost three hours. 

February 10:  A call for a meal woke me at ten-fifty Japan time when using the washroom. The meal consisted of cold meats, a chocolate 

parfait, fruit, an unknown, water, and orange juice. Travel documentaries on New Caledonia were watched subsequently followed with a rest. 

The plane finally set down on the runway at La Tontouta International Airport at the ungodly hour of two forty-five. Customs was very quick 

and yours truly was at the Hertz car rental at three o'clock and driving the small Peugeot at three-twenty. The Karenga Appartel could not be 

found with the directions given by the care rental agent so I stopped at a garage and was pointed correctly and on my way. The pointer on the 

Google map was in the wrong location and an hour had passed when finally pulling up at the gate. The owner was there and the Visa 

transaction done and emails sent to my wife, Hank Vanderpol and Charles Harper. I washed thoroughly with a hand towel and climbed into 

bed at five o'clock. The sun rose in a matter of fifteen minutes and I was only able to rest. I climbed out of bed at five-thirty and wandered 

around the yard ticking Dark Brown Honeyeater and a few introduced species. The hour cost two hundred and four dollars and seventeen cents 

and breakfast was not in the fridge as promised. 

 

! ! !
                                     Karenga Appartel La Tontouta                 Common Waxbill!
 

The drive towards Blue River Park was underway at five-fifty with a slight detour into Noumea before asking directions, although on the right 

track, arriving at the park at seven-forty, about eight dollars was paid at the gate. The car was driven directly to the parking lot where the 

shuttle is located gathering Green-backed White-eye, Silky Swift, and New Caledonian Friarbird en route. It was eight-thirty when I arrived 

and the shuttle did not leave until nine o'clock. I disembarked at the Giant Kaori Trail in ten minutes. The first bird observed was a Crow 

Honeyeater though a Goliath Pigeon was heard initially. A large group of feral pigs tore through the forest. The entire trail was walked slowly 

until noon when walking up the road gathering species by the roadside to the next trail that climbed uphill and was not attempted. The walk 

back towards the original drop-off point and beyond to almost the end of good forest then occurred that was also productive. The shuttle took 

me back to the car at three-fifteen with a rapid drive to Plum. The Mobil gas station was stopped at to purchase a necessary drink and buying 

four regular sized bottles of real pineapple juice and two large bottles of orange pop that cost twenty-eight dollars and fifty cents on Visa. The 

store had plenty of canned and packaged goods to make lunches and the outlet closed at nine in the evening. I arrived at Cases De Plum at 

four-twenty. Sandy's mother took me to my room then attempted to give me unnecessary information with the Google translator. I had sent a 

bank transfer in the amount of six hundred and eighty-nine dollars and thirty-six cents Canadian for the three-night stay. A nice hot shower 

was taken at five o'clock and finishing at five-twenty. The Wi-Fi was not working in the room. 
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       Yate Lake Blue River Park                  Crow Honeyeater                  Horned Parakeet 

 

! !!!! !! !!  
         Goliath Pigeon                Kagu                       Kagu                     Giant Kaori         Orchid!

!

!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! !
 

             Mushrooms     New Caledonian Crow     Cloven-feathered Dove          Southern Shrikebill 

!

There was still daylight though fading. A drive then took place up to the Restaurant Bienvenue where a chicken salad and a small Hawaiian 

pizza with two coffees were enjoyed that cost forty-seven dollars and twenty-eight cents. Yours truly was back in the room at eight-fifteen. The 

kitchen area was then occupied where Wi-Fi was available and Charles was written first followed with Pat. The Frank amounts were then 

worked out in Canadian. I then climbed into bed and immediately fell asleep.  

   

                 Le Cases De Plum                          Breadfruit      Frangi-Pani                 Mangroves  

!

The following species were seen today with only six endemics left: Southern Shrikebill, Metallic Pigeon, Caledonian Crow, Melanesian 

Whistler, Cloven-feathered Dove, Green-backed White-eye, New Caledonian Cuckoo Shrike, Yellow-bellied Robin, New Caledonian 

Friarbird, Dark Brown Honeyeater, Crow Honeyeater, Kagu, Streaked Fantail, Striated Starling, Satin Swiftlet, Horned Parakeet, and Goliath 

Imperial Pigeon. Previously seen birds include: Common Waxbill, Common Myna, Spotted Dove, Red-vented Bulbul, House Sparrow, White-

breasted Wood-Swallow, Rainbow Lorikeet, White-faced Heron, Silver Gull, Little Pied Cormorant, Zebra Dove, and Swamp Harrier.  
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February 11 : Yours truly slept like a baby if a bit cool when waking to visit the washroom. The air conditioning was set at seventeen 

degrees. Light was just showing on the horizon at five-twenty when climbing out of bed and preparing for the day. A Reef Heron was feeding 

along the shore near Le Cases De Plum. The gas station was stopped at where the half-filled tank was topped up and cookies, yogurt, a coffee 

and cinnamon buns were purchased, the latter for breakfast. The bill paid with Visa amounted to forty-two dollars and fifty-five cents. A Buff-

banded Rail was spotted on the shoulder of the road just after the main junction with poor photos taken. A bird perched in a bare tree some four 

kilometers along the route was reason to make a U-turn to find a Barred Honeyeater. While attempting to photograph the backlit bird, a New 

Caledonian Myzomela dropped in. Juvenile Dark Brown Honeyeaters were photographed. Another stop was made just before the small 

Piroguis River (that runs through Blue River Park about five kilometers before the park entrance) where a White-bellied Goshawk was seen 

soaring.  

                          

         View from Plum         Highway to Blue River       Dark Brown Honeyeater    Buff-banded Rail!
 

A couple of expats from Vancouver suggested I visit Bois du Sud Park two hundred feet beyond the Blue River Park entrance on the right. 

From here it is one and one half kilometers to the site. This was done with two Sacred Kingfishers seen along the road. Twenty Francs was 

paid at the entrance in cash. This site had an almost completely different diversity with dozens of Barred Honeyeaters and New Caledonian 

Myzomelas. The first stop was where the forest began in a park-like setting with washrooms and picnic tables. A pair of Fan-tailed Gerygones 

was first in line and photos obtained. A small trail just over the bridge was highly productive adding Melanesian Flycatcher and New 

Caledonian Parakeet, the latter photographed. This site has an almost completely different diversity. All of the new species seen as well as 

Spotted Fantail were certainly found with less difficulty than at Blue River.  
 

                                   

   View to Blue River             Sacred Kingfisher   New Caledonian Parakeet    Fan-tailed Gerygone!
 

                                

    Emerald Dove     Green-backed White-eye    NC Myzomela   Barred Honeyeater   Spotted Fantail !
 

After recording the parakeets I sat down at the picnic table. It was only ten-forty. The yogurt, cookies, and orange fizzy pop were enjoyed 

while checking what was left to see. The entire park road system, some one and a half kilometers, was then driven looking unsuccessfully for 

parrotfinches. The Blue River Park entrance road was driven next at noon, stopping after about one kilometer when hearing birds where a 

Long-tailed Triller was found with perfect photo opportunities but unfortunately the camera battery had died. A Chestnut-breasted Manakin 

was also recorded. Record photos were obtained of both species. 
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               Long-tailed Triller               Chestnut-breasted Manankin    !
 

It was only one o'clock when heading towards the coast. I decided to explore and drove the coastal route to Monte-Dor and La Coulee then 

back to the gas station where two packages of cookies, two large cans of ravioli, two pineapple drinks, a can of sardines, and a package of 

Happy Cow cheese were purchased with cash amounting to about thirty dollars. 

The room was reoccupied at two-fifteen when the drinks and cheese were placed in the refrigerator. The sweaty clothes were removed and the 

electronic devices plugged in for a charge. A lovely shower was taken after soaking today's T-shirt. Yours truly then lie in bed at about three 

o'clock to relax and immediately fell asleep waking at five-fifteen. The New Caledonian Thicketbird and Red-throated Parrotfinch locations 

were then pursued on ebird and photographed while seated outdoors. A swig of pineapple juice, the sardines, and cheese were enjoyed while 

doing so. The tiny mosquitoes here drove me indoors; this was the only place where biting insects were seen on the trip. One arm was covered 

in bites the next day but none itched. Mail was then written to Hank, Charles, and Pat but the Wi-Fi stopped working in the room and they 

remained in the out box. A can of ravioli was partially eaten and placed aside. The electricity went out at seven twenty-five for two minutes. At 

seven twenty-seven I strolled up to the kitchen area to send the mail in the out box and conversed via Google translator with Sandy and showed 

her my bird photos. Back in room, a bit more ravioli was devoured with the remainder placed in the fridge. It was eight-thirty when climbing 

into bed. 

February 12 : Yours truly woke at four-thirty and made preparations for the day. The vehicle was packed and underway at five am. The 

corner grocery store and gas station were both open at this early hour. The drive to the park entrance took forty minutes and the tape was 

played for the triller but it did not appear. Some of the ravioli and orange juice served as breakfast. The entrance road was then driven slowly 

then the entrance road to Bois de Sud seeing very few birds. A Scotch mist was experienced intermittently for an hour then mainly cloudy skies 

with sunny periods persisted through the day. The park was opening when I returned at exactly seven o'clock. The five-dollar entrance fee was 

paid, half the price because I was not taking the shuttle. A pair of New Caledonian Parakeets was seen nearby while paying. The attendant told 

me that the best place for the parrotfinch was in the vicinity of the campground - in the grasses under the pines - usually in company of white-

eyes. The area was checked followed with the last of the ravioli and orange pop at nine o'clock. The slow drive along the White Road was 

underway at that time looking for finches on the roadside. One tiny bird with a red tail flew across the road that was discovered later to actually 

be a Red-throated Parrotfinch due to the fact that no other small bird on the island displayed such. The drive was terminated at nine-fifty 

shortly past the Le Automobile site. Interestingly there was a small patch of good forest in this region. The pineapple juice was opened as well 

as the second package of cookies. A fast drive then ensued to the park entrance where the tape was played once more for the triller getting no 

response. A walk ensued along the old overgrown road here due to seeding grasses but no parrotfinch once again. It was slightly past eleven 

when driving into Bois de Sud where the three-dollar entrance fee was paid. The garbage bin was checked and the bill for yesterday's gas and 

food was retrieved. The Melanesian Flycatcher did not respond, in fact the woods at both parks seemed much quieter than on previous days. 

However a good shot was finally obtained of a Barred Honeyeater. I sat down at the picnic table at twelve twenty-two and sketched in the 

missing information on the trip report then brought it up to date. Best bird here today was the New Caledonian Crow. 

The drive back to Casas De Plum was underway at one in the afternoon arriving a one forty-five. The gmail account was checked to see that 

the messages in the outbox were sent thus Charles and Hank had written and were answered. The car's floor mat and windows were then 

washed. Tomorrow's route through Noumea to Koghi Park was then photographed off the ebird contour map. The list of New Caledonian birds 

was then sifted through to find that the only small bird with a red tail was indeed the Red-throated Parrotfinch. Goggle maps were opened at 

two forty-four for a better Illustration of the route that was being photographed when the battery died at two-fifty. A lovely shower followed 

after which I laid down on the bed and fell asleep until four-fifteen. The work resumed on photographing the route at that time while eating the 

last of the Happy Cow cheese and opening the second can of ravioli. A hand drawn map was then produced because it was continuous, 

finishing at five minutes past five. The suitcase and iPod were stored in the trunk and maps left on the front seat. A walk then ensued on the 

property grounds for the first time that revealed how much maintenance was required with unsightly sheds and trash was scattered around. The 

eating and pool area were disasters; a nice area of lawn was badly needed. The palm leaves covering the tables and chairs were dried and 

broken. The room was reoccupied at five thirty-seven with a Greater Crested Tern added to the list. 

February 13:  Yours truly woke at four o'clock and prepared for an early start. The washroom was attended to and the last of the gear 

packed in the car. The drive was underway at four thirty-seven in complete darkness managing to stay on course to the landmark McDonald's. 

From here I accidently bypassed the main junction using Route de Yahoue and chanced upon Highway 1. I then stopped at a small grocery  
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store and bought two sweet buns and two bottles of lemonade pop for breakfast that cost about four hundred Francs in cash, five dollars 

Canadian. The drive continued and shortly I passed a sign with numerous colorful printed names and kept driving past Dumbea before 

reviewing the Google maps on the iPad. This detour cost me only fifteen minutes tops. It turned out that the sign was my turning point. I then 

drove uphill successfully to Koghi Park Adventure and played the tape for the thicketbird constantly from arrival at six o'clock to seven-thirty. 

A slightly reddish-brown bird flew from the proper habitat next to the parking lot and dipped down and disappeared at ground level. I could 

not find it again. The slim shape, colour, actions, and size (about that of a elongated thin phoebe) make me believe this was the quest. The 

circuit around the parks lodge was made twice. The trip report was updated in a few minutes beginning at seven-thirty along with deleting 

some now unnecessary maps off the iPad photos sector.  

                 

                      Signs for Koghi                     View to Koghi                               La Foa Town!
 

The site was abandoned at seven thirty-four with a straightforward drive to La Foa where the tank was filled when reaching the halfway point 

again. A packaged sandwich and sweet bun were bought as well that served as an early lunch the cost was 3010 F in cash or thirty-nine dollars. 

La Foa was a very aesthetic town. Two Whistling Kites were seen en route. The well-signed junction to Farino, Sarramea, and Parc Grande 

Fougeres was reached in a few more kilometers. The drive to the park was done slowly to look again for the parrotfinch where it was supposed 

to be easy to find but again with no luck. Two hundred Francs was paid at the gate, two dollars, and a stroll ensued around the open areas along 

roads branching in two directions. Both were walked a good kilometer and a half before returning to the gate. A Silvereye was added to the list. 

A few introduced Red Junglefowl strolled the grounds. It was noon when departing for the night's accommodation in part because the 

parrotfinch were recorded on the grounds. A small flock of Common Waxbills and Chestnut-breasted Manakins were seen nearing the hotel as 

well as a Australian Swamphen.  

It was one o'clock when pulling into the grounds. About twenty small red-roofed whitewashed building were seen scattered about in an area of 

lush lawns. The reception and restaurant area was driven to with the check-in swift and efficient with no Visa required due to it being paid 

through Booking.com to the amount of two hundred and thirty-two dollars and fifty-four cents. I was handed the key then investigated the 

aesthetic Rock Restaurant prior to driving back to my unit. It was extremely nice but the batteries were dead in the remote that turns on the air 

conditioning so two were removed from my iPod to start it up. I then checked mail at about one-thirty or so before checking the rare bird alerts. 

Google maps were then opened to photograph the exact locations of the New Caledonian Thicketbird sites along Highway 3 for tomorrow. The 

prices of today's cash layout in Francs were then converted to Dollars. A lovely hot bath was taken at two thirty-six climbing out of the tub at 

three o'clock. The clothes were changed then with the dirty ones left to soak in the sink. The first coffee of the day was prepared in the room at 

ten minutes past three and enjoyed thoroughly.  

 

                                       

                                        Flame Tree in Farino                            Bromeliads Parc Grande Fougeres!
 

!

!

!

!

!

!
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     En route to Farino          Australian Swamphen                        Hotel Evasion !

!

       

                          Hotel Evasion !
 

          

       Stream              NC Friarbird                       Striated Starling                    Gray Fantail!
 

A walk ensued after checking the identification of the two swifts and ensuring that no other bird had a red tail on the island but the Red-

throated Parrotfinch. No other bird matched the colour of the Thicketbird and the identity of that brief sighting also seemed like the reasonable 

choice. The stroll began on the property then up a hill behind the lodgings hence down the "main" road. A Gray Fantail was new for the trip 

list. A distant Striated Starling was photographed. The swifts were studied well and all were Satin with no apparent fork in the tail, a glossy 

bluish mantle, and the white tail spots were seen on one individual in perfect lighting as it spread its tail. The final prize was finally getting a 

fairly good shot of a New Caledonia Friarbird. The suite was occupied once more at ten minutes past six when the trip report was updated and 

put aside at six twenty-nine. The batteries were switched again in the air-conditioning remote with a note left in French that they were dead. 

The supper menu in French was translated on Google but differed from that at the table.  

I strolled up to the Rock Restaurant at ten to seven and was seated. No one else was present at the time. I ordered coffee, a medium rare steak, 

French fries, some sort of sauce, a few green leaves that constituted a salad, and four small pieces of bread. A hot piece of chocolate cake 

served as dessert. All were washed down with several glasses of water. The bill came to five thousand Francs that included a five hundred 

Frank tip in cash; a whopping sixty-three dollars Canadian. The room was reoccupied at eight twenty-one. The suitcase was carried to the car 

at eight thirty-one. Maps were again photographed for tomorrow's drive for the Thicketbird at eight forty-five. I climbed into bed at nine thirty-

nine and slept soundly until morning. 

February 14:  Yours truly woke at four am and prepared for the last day in paradise.  The rare bird alerts and gmail account were inspected 

finishing at four twenty-five when departing. The nighttime drive was swift and I stopped at a gas station in Bourail and bought a ham and 

cheese sandwich and a bottle of mixed juices at eight dollars. The well-signed turnoff for Highway 3 was only a few more kilometers further 

on the right. I drove to a point beyond the sign "Col de Roussettes" realizing I had passed the Highway 3 thicketbird site. Dozens of Common 

Waxbills and Chestnut-breasted Manakins were seen in the tall grasses along the road. I returned to the first dirt road near the sign and walked 

a few yards playing the tape with no response. I was uncertain if this was the correct location and wanted to know where Pote was located for 

reference since the sign was not seen coming uphill. A gentleman sitting at a bus stop was asked where Pote was located and he indicated that 

it was downhill, the direction I was heading. He was going to Pote so he was invited in for a ride, which was fortunate because the paved road 

to Pote was unsigned. The fellow was dropped off at the highway and I headed back to where I had started and it was indeed the correct  
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location, the first dirt road on your right about two kilometers uphill beyond Pote. A male and female Rufous Whistler were added to the list 

with continuing numbers of waxbills and manakins then two red-tailed birds flew overhead, parrotfinches eluding close views once more. I 

walked a good kilometer along the dirt road then down the highway playing the tape constantly with no response. It was now getting close to 

ten o'clock so I decided to head for the famous site beyond Pote. The bridge was found less than a half-kilometer from the highway and I was 

on my way up the narrow paved road. What was assumed to be the road for the Thicketbird was located but to be sure I continued on the paved 

road another two kilometers and returned. The car was then driven uphill on the semi-rough road meeting a dark-skinned fellow attending a 

recent burn who knew about the thicketbirds and pointed uphill and indicated two more turns. An area of low-canopied trees appeared and the 

car was pulled over to the side of the track and a slow stroll took place in the blazing hot sun. It reached thirty-five degrees today. The proper 

habitat was checked along the half-kilometer stretch with the tape constantly playing but hearing nothing and now loosing faith. The same 

applied going back towards the car until some thirty yards away when a raspy "check" meant the goal had been attained. A spot was selected 

under the shady tree surrounded with dense tall grasses and ferns. The bird continued to call while playing the tape here for a good hour. The 

bird sang its clattering rattle twice during that time and was seen once as a brown movement. Then it appeared in full view but was gone before 

the binoculars were raised. The mate appeared in the same spot bit again was only seen with the naked eye. It was noon when the birds stopped 

responding and the short stretch of road beyond the car in the opposite direction was checked with no avail. A few slugs of juice were swirled 

before attempting to get the birds to respond again. They were silent. 

For reference: It is eight kilometers to Pote (an unsigned paved road on your right) along Highway 3from Highway 1. It is five kilometers from 

the bridge in Pote (on your right) to the thicketbird site on pavement. Here there is a four-way junction with a dirt road going sharply uphill on 

your left at a dogleg with another dirt road leading flat in the opposite direction. The paved road heads downhill. It is perhaps one and a half 

kilometers up this fairly rough through a treeless area to where low-canopied trees begin under which there are ferns. Stop as you enter this 

area and play a tape especially about seventy-five yards from the onslaught of trees.  

             

              Road to Pote             Pote bridge             Four-way junction on Route de Bouirou!
 

                                                         

         Dirt road to site                  New Caledonian Thicketbird site           Glass-winged Butterfly!
 

The trial was over and Pote was returned to taking pictures of junctions along the way. The drive back towards the airport was swift especially 

along Highway1 where speeds of one hundred and thirty kilometers an hour were the norm. 

With plenty of time to kill, now only two o’clock and twenty kilometers from the airport, I decided to try for some seabirds and turned at the 

sign for Port Ouenghi The car and driver's mat were washed at a boat ramp at the marina with ocean water leaving salt stains but looking better 

than the dirt, especially that on the back window. There were no seabirds, the enclosed bay here had nothing to offer. The gas tank was filled 

outside the airport for thirty-eight dollars paid in cash prior to driving into the airport parking lot at about two-thirty. None of the car rental 

agents were available at that time, which was worrying because one hundred thousand Francs was placed on a Visa imprint. Fortunately the 

same fellow who rented the car returned minutes later and all was taken care of. Not known was that there was a kilometer limit and thirty-nine 

dollars was charged for driving over the limited mileage that was paid with the last cash in my pocket. The set rental rate was three hundred 

and thirty-five dollars and forty-nine cents Canadian or three hundred and seventy-four dollars and forty-nine cents in total for the car rental. 

The car was checked over in my presence to ensure there were no damages and the credit card imprint was returned along with a receipt for the 

total amount. 
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The air-conditioned terminal building was then occupied and the binoculars and camera stored in the bag that was somewhat repacked. The 

iPad needed charging and an outlet was found but it did not work. After wasting a good half hour, the soiled clothes were changed in the 

washroom in ten minutes beginning at three-fifty followed with a refreshing face, arm, and chest wash. The "Constellation" restaurant was 

patronized afterward where a quiche and a piece of marble cake, coffee and water were placed on Visa at nineteen dollars while the battery 

charged on the iPad. Charles and Pat were sent brief letters after the meal finishing at four fifty-two. The first Rock Pigeon was seen in the 

terminal. I found a device for charging the now dead battery on the iPad that required peddling and that began at six or so and the toil was 

finally done at six thirty-five. I was the only one left in the building with the exception of the cleaners. Another outlet was found near the 

washrooms and the iPad plugged in. It took awhile to charge enough to use then bubo.org was opened and the entire trip list of birds 

incorporated taking until nine-twenty.  

Aircalin check in was to begin at nine forty-five but it was not underway until almost ten o'clock. I stood in the first class line but I had only 

booked first class down and not back. Customs opened at ten-fifteen or so where swabs were taken of hands, waist, and baggage. I was seated 

at the gate at ten-forty when resting. I was sleepy at this point. The song and size of the thicketbird were investigated online to further confirm 

what had been heard and seen. The bird was the size of a phoebe but thinner. Trip report was updated at ten fifty-five to two minutes past 

eleven. An hour remained until boarding.  Heavy rain was falling at the time.  

 

SEE TRIP TO JAPAN: FEBRUARY 2019 FOR CONCLUSION. 

 

Total  cost of tr ip including Japan is  $7,308.30 

Fl ights:  $4,719.69 

Food: $467.28 

Park fees: $18.00 

Car rental:  $374.49 

Gas: $68.00 

Accommodation: $1,660.89 

 

 


